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Abstract
We propose a framework for discriminative
Information Retrieval (IR) atop linguistic
features, trained to improve the recall of
tasks such as answer candidate passage re-
trieval, the initial step in text-based Ques-
tion Answering (QA). We formalize this
as an instance of linear feature-based IR
(Metzler and Croft, 2007), illustrating how
a variety of knowledge discovery tasks are
captured under this approach, leading to a
44% improvement in recall for candidate
triage for QA.
1 Introduction
Question Answering (QA) with textual corpora is
typically modeled as first finding a candidate set of
passages (sentences) that may contain an answer
to a question, followed by an optional candidate
reranking stage, and then finally an Information
Extraction (IE) step to select the answer string. QA
systems normally employ an Information Retrieval
(IR) system to produce the initial set of candidates,
usually treated as a black box, bag-of-words pro-
cess that selects candidate passages best overlap-
ping with the content in the question.
Recent efforts in corpus-based QA have been
focused heavily on reranking, or answer sentence
selection: filtering the candidate set as a super-
vised classification task to single out those that
answer the given question. Extensive research (see
§ Related Work) has explored employing syntac-
tic/semantic features (Yih et al., 2013; Wang and
Manning, 2010; Heilman and Smith, 2010; Yao
et al., 2013a) and recently using neural networks
(Severyn and Moschitti, 2015; Wang and Nyberg,
2015; Yin et al., 2015). The shared aspect of all
these approaches, no matter how state-of-the-art
they may be, is that the quality of reranking a can-
didate set is upper bounded by the initial set of
candidates. Put another way: unless one plans on
reranking the entire corpus (e.g., every sentence on
the web) for each question as it arrives, one is still
reliant on an initial IR stage in order to obtain a
computationally feasible QA system.
We propose a framework called DiscK (Discrim-
inative IR for Knowledge Discovery) for perform-
ing this triage step for QA sentence selection and
other related tasks in sublinear time. DiscK shows
a log-linear model can be trained to optimize an ob-
jective function for downstream reranking, and the
resulting trained weight can be reused to retrieve
a candidate list. Our approach follows Yao et al.
(2013b) who proposed the automatic coupling of
answer sentence selection and information retrieval
by augmenting a bag-of-words query with desired
named entity (NE) types based on a given question.
While Yao et al. showed improved performance
in retrieval as compared with a bag-of-words base-
line IR system, the model was proof-of-concept,
employing a simple linear interpolation between
bag-of-words and NE features with a single scalar
value tuned on a development set, kept static across
all types of questions at test time.
We improve upon Yao et al. in two ways. First,
we generalize their intuition by casting the prob-
lem as an instance of classification-based retrieval
(Robertson and Spa¨rck Jones, 1976), formalized
as a discriminative (log-linear) retrieval model
(Cooper et al., 1992; Gey, 1994; Nallapati, 2004)
allowing for the use of rich NLP features. Our
framework can then be viewed as an instance of lin-
ear feature-based IR, following Metzler and Croft
(2007). Second, we illustrate how this approach
equally applies across a variety of knowledge dis-
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Figure 1: General workflow of DiscK (using question answering sentence retrieval as an example).
covery tasks beyond QA, such as coreferential en-
tity retrieval, and entity linking.
Our experiments are based on a new, robust soft-
ware package for structured feature extraction and
retrieval,1 which shows state of the art performance
in QA sentence selection on the retrieval dataset of
Lin and Katz (2006).
2 General Approach
Problem formulation Formally, given a candi-
date set D = {p1, · · · , pN}, a query q and a scor-
ing function F (q, p), an IR system retrieves the
top-k items under the following objective:
argmax
p∈D
F (q, p) (1)
Tackling Eq. (1) via straight-forward application
of supervised classification (e.g., earlier mentioned,
recent neural network based models) requires a
traversal over all possible candidates, i.e. the cor-
pus, which is computationally infeasible for any
reasonable collection.
Model overview Let fQ(q) refer to feature ex-
traction on the query q, with corresponding
candidate-side feature extraction fP (p) on the can-
didate, and finally fQP (q, p) extracts features from
a (query, candidate) pair is defined in terms of fQ
and fP via composition (defined later):
fQP (q, p) = C(fQ(q), fP (p)) (2)
1Will be open-sourced released upon paper publication.
From a set of query/candidate pairs we can train
a model M such that given the feature vector of
a pair (q, p), its returning value M(fQP (q, p)) rep-
resents the predicted probability of whether the
passage p answers the question q. This model is
chosen to be a log-linear model with the feature
weight vector θ, leading to the optimization prob-
lem:
argmax
p∈D
M(fQP (q, p))
= argmax
p∈D
θ · fQP (q, p) (3)
This is in accordance with the pointwise reranker
approach, and is an instance of the linear feature-
based model of Metzler and Croft (2007).
Under specific compositional operations in fQP ,
Eq. (3) can be transformed to:
argmax
p∈D
tθ(fQ(q)) · fP (p) (4)
This is elaborated in § 4. We project the orig-
inal feature vector of the query fQ(q) to a trans-
formed version tθ(fQ(q)): this transformed vector
is dependent on the model parameters θ, where
the association learned between the query and the
candidate is incorporated into the transformed vec-
tor. This is a weighted, trainable generalization of
query expansion in traditional IR systems.
Under this transformation we observe that the
joint feature function fQP (q, p) is decomposed into
two parts with no interdependency – the original
problem in Eq. (3) is reduced to a standard maxi-
mum inner product search (MIPS) problem in Eq.
(4). Under sparse assumptions (where the query
vector and the candidate feature vector are both
sparse), this MIPS problem can be efficiently (sub-
linearly) solved using classical IR techniques (mul-
tiway merging of postings lists).
Applications A variety of knowledge discovery
tasks can be considered a ranking problem where
the candidate set is large and where our general
DiscK framework would be applicable, such as:
Question answer sentence selection Given a nat-
ural language question q, and a set of candidate
passages D = {p1, · · · , pN} (all the sentences in
the given corpus), the model ranks pi, i.e. retrieves
the top-k passages wrt how well they provide an
answer to the question q.
Dynamic cross-document coreference resolu-
tion Given an entity mention m in a sen-
tence/document, and a set of candidate mentions
D = {m1, · · · ,mN}, the model ranks mi, i.e. re-
trieves the top-k mentions wrt how possible they
are coreferential to m.
Slot filling Given an entity mention m and a re-
lation R, and a set of candidate mentions D =
{m1, · · · ,mN} (all entities discovered by an in-
document coreference system in the given corpus),
the model ranks mi, i.e. retrieves the top-k entities
wrt how probable the expression R(m,mi) holds.
Entity linking Given an entity mention m, and a
set of candidate entities D = {e1, · · · , eN} (e.g.
all articles in Wikipedia or all entities in Freebase),
the model ranks ei, i.e. retrieves the top-k possible
entities with respect to how probable the mention
m is linked to entity ei.
3 Features
This section describes the feature engineering
framework used in DiscK, using question answer
sentence selection as the motivating task. A fea-
ture vector can be seen as an associative array that
maps features in the form “KEY=value” to real-
valued weights. One item in a feature vector f is
denoted as “(KEY = value,weight)”, and a feature
vector can be seen as a set of such tuples. We write
f(KEY=value) = weight to indicate that the features
serve as keys to the associative array, and θX is
the weight of the feature X in the trained model θ.
We set the constraint that all candidate features are
binary (their weights are exclusively 0 or 1).
3.1 Features for questions and passages
Features used for a question are listed as follows.
Question word (fwh): The type of the question, typ-
ically the wh-word of a sentence. If it is a ques-
tion like “How many”, the word after the question
word is also included in the feature, i.e., feature
“(QWORD=how many, 1)” will be added to the fea-
ture vector of the question.
Lexical answer type (flat): If the query is a ques-
tion where the question word is “what” or “which”,
we identify the lexical answer type (LAT) of this
question (Ferrucci et al., 2010), which is defined
as the head word of the first NP after the question
word. For example, the LAT feature from the ques-
tion “What is the city of brotherly love?” would be
“(LAT=city, 1)”. If the question word is not “what”
or “which”, generate an empty feature (LAT=∅, 1).
Named entities (fNE): All the named entities dis-
covered in this question. For example, features
like “(NE-PERSON=Margaret Thatcher, 1)” would
be added to the feature vector of the question if
Thatcher is mentioned in the sentence.
Normalized tf-idf weighted bag-of-words features
(fTfIdf): The L2-normalized tf-idf weighted bag-of-
words feature of this question. An example feature
would be “(WORD = author, 0.454)”.
The features used for candidate passages are
listed as follows, constrained to be binary.
Bag of words (fBoW): Any distinct word x in the
passage will generate a feature “(WORD=x, 1)”.
Named entity types (fNEType): Types of named enti-
ties. For example, If the passage contains a name
of a person, a feature “(NE-TYPE=PERSON, 1)”
will be generated.
Named entities (fNE): All the named entities dis-
covered in this passage. This is the same feature as
the named entity feature for questions.
3.2 Feature vector composition
This section elaborates the composition C of the
question feature vector and passage feature vector.
We define two operators on feature vectors:
Cartesian product (⊗) and join (./).
For any feature vector of a question fQ(q) =
{(ki = vi, wi)}, (wi ≤ 1)2 and any feature vector
of a passage fP (p) = {(kj = vj , 1)}, the Cartesian
product of them is defined as
fQ(q)⊗ fP (p) = {((ki, kj) = (vi, vj), wi)}; (5)
2If wi > 1, the vector can always be normalized so that
the weight of every feature is less than 1.
whereas the join of them is defined as
fQ(q) ./ fP (p) = {((ki = kj) = 1, wi)}. (6)
Notation (ki = kj) = 1 denotes that the value
for feature ki on the question side is the same as
the feature kj on the passage side.
The composition that generates the feature vec-
tor for the question/passage pair in Eq. (2) is there-
fore defined as
C( fQ(q) , fP (p) )
= (fwh(q)⊗ flat(q)) ⊗ fNEType(p)
+ (fwh(q)⊗ flat(q)) ⊗ fBoW(p)
+ fNE(q) ./ fNE(p)
+ fTfIdf(q) ./ fBoW(p) .
(7)
(fwh(q) ⊗ fwh(q)) ⊗ fNEType(p) captures the
association of question words and lexical an-
swer types with the expected type of named
entities. During training, we discovered fea-
tures like (QWORD,NE-TYPE)=(who, PERSON),
(QWORD,NE-TYPE)=(when, DATE), (LAT,NE-
TYPE)=(city, GPE3) will be assigned high weights.
(fwh(q) ⊗ fwh(q)) ⊗ fBoW(p) captures the re-
lation between some question types with cer-
tain words in the answer. For example, we
observed feature “((QWORD,LAT),WORD) =
(what, capacity), gallon)” to have a relative high
weight, because the word “gallon” can be expected
from a question asking about capacity.
fNE(q) ./ fNE(p) captures named entity overlap.
Features like (NE-PERSON=NE-PERSON) = 1 will
be assigned high weights because sentences talking
about the same person will have high question-
answer association. Interestingly, we observed
feature (NE-NORP4 = NE-LANGUAGE) = 1 is of
high weight, because words like “French” can re-
fer to either a language or an adjective meaning
“pertaining to France”. This kind of feature helps
mitigates the error of named entity annotations.5
fTfIdf(q) ./ fBoW(p) measures general tf-idf -
weighted context word overlap. Using only this
feature without the others effectively reduces the
system to a traditional tf-idf -based retrieval system.
4 Feature Projection and Retrieval
4.1 Feature Projection
Given a question, it is desired to know what kind of
features that its potential answer might have. Once
3GPE: Geo-political entities.
4NORP: Nationality.
5As observed by Yao et al.
this is known, an index searcher will do the work
to retrieve the desired passage.
According to the feature composition method
in Section 3.2, there are two ways of composition:
Cartesian product and join.
For Cartesian product, we define
t⊗θ (f) = {(k′ = v′, wθ(k,k′)=(v,v′))|(k = v, w) ∈ f},
(8)
for all k′, v′ such that θ(k,k′)=(v,v′) 6= 0, i.e. feature
(k, k′) = (v, v′) appears in the trained model.
Take the example in Fig. 1 as an exam-
ple. In the feature vector of the query a feature
(QWORD,LAT) = (what,continent) is present. Be-
cause of the presence of the feature (fwh ⊗ flat)⊗
fNEType, this feature vector will be projected to a
feature vector of named entity types.
For join, we have
t./θ (f) = {(k′ = v, wθ(k=k′)=1)|(k = v, w) ∈ f},
(9)
for all k′ such that θ(k=k′)=1 6= 0, i.e. feature
(k = k′) = 1 appears in the trained model.
Consider the example in Fig. 1: the query feature
vector contains (NE-GPE = Egypt). Because of
the presence of the feature vector fNE ./ fNE , this
feature vector will be also projected to a feature
vector of named entities. The projected feature
vector is shown in Fig. 1.
It can be shown from the definitions above that:
t⊗θ (f) · g = θ · (f ⊗ g); (10)
t./θ (f) · g = θ · (f ./ g). (11)
The transformed feature vector t(q) of an ex-
pected answer passage given a feature vector of a
question fQ(q) is:
t(q) = t⊗θ (fwh(q)⊗ flat(q)) + t./θ (fNE(q) + fTfIdf(q)).
(12)
Calculating the vector t(q) is computationally
efficient because it only involves sparse vectors.
Finally, our initial optimization problem stated
in Eq. (3) is then equivalent to:
argmax
p∈D
θ · C(fQ(q), fP (p))
= argmax
p∈D
tθ(q) · fP (p). (13)
Succinctly, we have just formally shown that
given a question, we can reverse-engineer the fea-
tures we expect to be present in a candidate using
the transformation function t, which we will then
use a query vector for retrieval.
4.2 Retrieval
We use Apache LUCENE6 to build the index of
the corpus, which, in the scenario of DiscK, is the
feature vectors of all candidates fP (p), p ∈ D. This
is an instance of weighted bag-of-features instead
of common bag-of-words.
For a given question q, we first compute its fea-
ture vector f(q) and then compute its transformed
feature vector tθ(q) given model parameters θ. To-
gether this forms a weighted query to the LUCENE
index. We modified the similarity function of
LUCENE when executing multiway postings list
merging so that fast efficient maximum inner prod-
uct search can be achieved. This classical IR tech-
nique ensures sublinear performance because only
vectors with at one overlapping feature, instead of
the whole corpus, is traversed. 7
5 Experiments
5.1 Question Answering Sentence Retrieval
Data and setup We use the training and test data
from Yao et al. (2013b). The corpus from which
the passages are retrieved is the AQUAINT Cor-
pus of English News Text (Graff, 2002). All sen-
tences with more than 100 tokens are discarded. In
this dataset each question is paired with 10 answer
candidates, which are retrieved from the whole
AQUAINT corpus by using a vanilla maximum
tf-idf cosine similarity search. For the 10 answer
candidates for each question, whether it answers
the given question is human annotated, thus serving
as the gold truth for the training set.
The test data is a set of questions from Lin and
Katz (2006) with those that do not have an answer
by matching the TREC answer patterns removed.
The resulting data set consists of 99 questions.
All corpora are NER-tagged by the Illinois
Named Entity Tagger (Ratinov and Roth, 2009)
with an 18-label entity type set. Questions are
parsed via the Stanford Parser (Klein and Manning,
2003).
6http://lucene.apache.org.
7The closest work of indexing we are aware of is Bilotti
et al. (Bilotti et al., 2007), which transformed linguistic struc-
tures to structured constraints, which is different from DiscK’s
approach of directly indexing linguistic features.
We divided the training data into two parts: 53
questions whose answer sentences can be found in
the AQUAINT corpus are used as the development
set and the rest is used for training the log-linear
model. Very few sentences in the corpus provide an
answer to a given query, i.e., most sentences in the
corpus are negative examples. We follow Nallap-
ati (2004) and undersample the majority (negative)
class, taking 50 sentences uniformly at random
from the AQUAINT corpus, per query, filtered to
ensure no such sentence matches a query’s answer
pattern as additional negative samples to the train-
ing set. The summary of the datasets are shown in
Table (1) 8.
Table 1: Summary of the datasets.
train dev test
# of questions 2150 53 99
# of positive samples 7421 216 368
# of negative samples 14072 23 million + 9
The model is trained using LIBLINEAR (Fan et
al., 2008), with heavy L1-regularization to the max-
imum likelihood objective. The regularization co-
efficient is tuned on a dev set, with the objective of
maximizing mean average precision (MAP).
Baseline systems We include the following IR
systems as baselines for comparison. We stress
that recent prior work in neural network based
reranking is not directly applicable here as those
runtimes are linear with respect to the number of
candidate sentences, which is computationally in-
feasible given a large corpus.
Off-the-shelf LUCENE: Directly indexing the sen-
tences in LUCENE and do sentence retrieval. This
is equivalent to maximum tf-idf retrieval.
Yao et al. (2013b): A retrieval system which aug-
ments the bag-of-words query with desired named
entity types based on a given question.
Evaluation metrics (1) R@1k: The recall in
top-1000 retrieved list. Contrary to normal IR sys-
tems which optimize precision (as seen in metrics
such as P@5 and P@10), our system is a triag-
ing system whose goal is to retrieve good candi-
dates for downstream reranking. So we chose the
R@1k as a metric to measure the quality of the
8The number of negative samples of the training set does
not include the randomly sampled 50 negative samples for
each training question.
9This is the total number of sentences in the corpus from
which answers are to be retrieved.
triaging. (2) b-pref: The b-pref measure (Buck-
ley and Voorhees, 2004) is designed for situations
where relevance judgments are known to be far
from complete. It computes a preference relation
of whether judged relevant documents are retrieved
ahead of judged irrelevant documents. (3) MAP:
mean average precision and (4) MRR: mean recip-
rocal rank.
Table 2: Performance of the QA retrieval systems.
R@1k b-pref MAP MRR
Lucene (dev) 28.65% 40.46% 9.63% 13.94%
Lucene (test) 33.76% 31.89% 9.78% 15.06%
Yao+ (test)10 25.88% 45.41% 13.75% 29.87%
DiscK (dev) 71.64% 70.65% 20.41% 30.09%
DiscK (test) 77.99% 75.24% 16.68% 22.21%
Results Our method performs significantly better
than Yao et al., demonstrating the effectiveness
of trained weighted queries compared to binary
augmented features. The performance gain with
respect to off-the-shelf LUCENE with reranking
shows that the our weighted augmented queries by
decomposition is superior to vanilla tf-idf retrieval.
The significantly higher recall and b-pref score of
discriminative IR shows that our proposed method
results in much better top-k triage. Downstream
rerankers (e.g. neural networks) should benefit in
the future from the improved triaging provided by
DiscK.
Error analysis We list some typical negative
samples of the DiscK system running over the ques-
tion answering sentence retrieval tasks. Most of
these errors arise from the lack of expressiveness
of the feature functions, as can be shown below:
Q: What is the abbreviation of London Stock Ex-
change?
A: The London Stock Exchange (LSE) board Thurs-
day agreed to introduce its controversial computerized
order-driven share dealing system, but not for at least
another year and initially only for FT-SE 100 stocks.
Failed because the current feature set is un-
able to capture how to answer an “abbreviation”
question. If we add an additional lightweight
feature to detect all-caps words in the feature
side (fallCaps will fire if there exists an all-caps
word in the candidate sentence), and add a fea-
ture (fwh ⊗ flat) ⊗ fallCaps, given enough train-
ing data, a feature (((QWORD,LAT),ALLCAPS) =
10Results on dev data is not reported.
((what,abbreviation), TRUE) will probably gain a
high weight in the training process, hence enabling
the system to correctly answer this instance of ques-
tion.
Q: What is the fastest car in the world?
A: The Thrust SuperSonic Car set a world land
speed record of 1,142 kph on September 25.
DiscK failed to retrieve this sentence because of
the inability of the feature set to learn the associa-
tion between “fastest” and “speed record”. This is
best solved by distributed semantic representation
of words and sentences, which are inherently dense,
real-valued vectors. Because DiscK relies on spar-
sity to achieve its sublinear retrieving performance,
these dense features are out of scope for DiscK.
5.2 Cross-document Coreferent Mention
Retrieval
To illustrate the applicability of DiscK to other cor-
pus knowledge discovery tasks, we provide a proof-
of-concept formulation for searching for mentions
that are coreferent to a query mention in some given
document.
Data and setup We use the TAC KBP 2014 En-
glish Entity Discovery and Linking (EDL) data
11 as our corpus. The corpus comprises of text
from English Gigaword, discussion forums and
webposts. This is an entity-linked corpus in which
some of the mentions in the text is labeled with a
grounded entity ID. If two mentions point to the
same entity, then they are coreferent mentions. For
each unique entity, which has a set of mentions
{m1, · · · ,mn} linked to it, we select one mention
m1 as the query, and the rest are relevant candi-
dates. Our cross-doc coreference resolution sys-
tem is supposed to find these coreferent mentions
{m2, · · · ,mn} when given the query mention m1.
Entities that with only one linking mention are dis-
carded.
All corpora are NER-tagged using Stanford
CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014). All named en-
tities discovered by the Stanford NER will be the
index that our system is to retrieve from. We divide
the training corpus (LDC2014E54) into two parts
with no overlapping documents: one for training
and one for development. In the training set, all
11LDC2014E54 for training and development and
LDC2014E81 as the test data. The base corpus for all
the text is LDC2014E13. These datasets can be found at
http://www.nist.gov/tac/2014/KBP/data.html.
coreferent mention pairs that are not in the same
document are extracted as positive samples, and
additional 50 negative samples are uniformly ran-
domly sampled for each mention. The testing cor-
pus is LDC2014E81. The summary of the datasets
is shown in Table (3).
Table 3: Summary of Dynamic Cross-Doc. Coref.
datasets.
train dev test
# of distinct entities 802 192 721
# of labeled mentions 4059 704 3379
# of all mentions to be retrieved 100 million +
The training process of the model follows the
aforementioned process in the QA task.
Features We designed the following feature com-
position function for mention-entity pairs.
Mention text (ftext): The text of an entity mention
itself.
Type (ftype): The type of an entity mention as de-
termined by the NER system. It could be PERSON,
LOC, GPE, ORG or others.
Acronym (facro): The acronym of the text of an
entity mention. For example, the entity men-
tion “United States of America” yields a feature
(ACRO=USA, 1).
Letter trigrams (fl3g): The letter trigrams of each
word in the entity mention. For instance, the
mention “Tehran” yields 4 features: (L3G=teh, 1),
(L3G=ehr, 1), (L3G=hra, 1) and (L3G=ran, 1). This
feature function is designed to mitigate the prob-
lem of different Romanizations of names originally
written in non-English scripts.
Document context (fdc): Extracts the top-10 hight-
est tf-idf words in the surrounding document of the
query being queried. This helps the system identify
the topic of context of the query.
For each entity mention m, we have
foverall = ftype⊗ (ftext+ facro+ fl3g+ fdc). (14)
The features like facro or fl3g are sometimes
related to the mention types. For example, the
acronym of organizations (e.g. United States of
America, USA), and the letter trigrams of names of
people are useful but the acronym of locations are
probably not so useful. To take this type-dependent
information into account, the type of an entity men-
tion is paired with every other feature, as shown in
the Cartesian product operation in Eq. (14). Addi-
tionally, this can help us eliminate most candidates
whose types are different from our query.
In the case of cross-document coreference, the
query and the candidate are symmetric: the fea-
tures are both sides are the same. Henceforth the
pairwise feature function is
C( fQ(q) , fP (p) )
= foverall(q) ./ foverall(p) .
(15)
Evaluation metrics We reuse those metrics as in
the previous task. Because of the potential large
number of coreferent mentions of specific mentions
in the set, the recall metric R@1000 is changed
to R@10000. Additionally, because the annota-
tions of the coreferent mentions are far from com-
plete (e.g. only a very small portion of coreferent
mentions of “Britain” are annotated in the corpus),
b-pref, designed for situations where only partial
relevance judgements exist, is especially suitable
here.
Table 4: Performance of entity mention search.
R@10k b-pref MAP MRR
String match 10.53% 11.44% 2.16% 0.96%
DiscK 27.13% 33.27% 9.02% 5.53%
Results Direct string matching is used for com-
parison: if two mentions have the same text, this
system judges them as coreferent, otherwise not.
The results are shown in Table 4, with DiscK
clearly outperforming basic string match by a large
margin in all evaluation metrics. We do not here
seek to establish competitiveness against prior re-
lated work in cross-document coreference,12 only
to illustrate that this task could be viewed as an
application the DiscK framework. Future work
may consider further experimentation, especially
when paired with a high-performance discrimina-
tive reranking model.
6 Related Work
Discriminative Information Retrieval Tradi-
tional information retrieval (IR) models viewed the
retrieval problem as measuring the similarity, of-
ten the cosine similarity between two bag-of-words
12E.g., the work of Bagga and Baldwin (1998), Gooi and
Allan (2004), Mayfield et al. (2009), Culotta et al. (2006),
Poon et al. (2008), Wick et al. (2009), or Singh et al. (2011).
vectors, between the query and the candidates. One
shortcoming of this vector-space model (VSM) is
that it did not provide a theoretical basis for comput-
ing the optimum weights. The binary independence
retrieval (BIR) (Robertson and Spa¨rck Jones, 1976)
viewed IR as a classification problem that classifies
the entire collection of candidates into two classes:
relevant and irrelevant. In the framework of BIR,
a probability of P (p, q) is computed and ranked to
generate the retrieved list. In this view of casting IR
as a discriminative model, sophisticated machine
learning techniques can be leveraged.
Cooper et al. (1992), Gey (1994), and Nallap-
ati (2004) further formalized this framework into
a logistic regression (log-linear) retrieval model.
Another prominent example of employing discrimi-
native models in IR is by language modeling (Ponte
and Croft, 1998).
Question Answering Sentence Selection There
exists substantial previous work on question an-
swering sentence selection, or more generally, sen-
tence pair modeling.
Syntactic and Semantic Analysis Bag of words rep-
resentation with simple surface form matching of-
ten results in poor predictive power, leading to prior
work exploring syntactic and semantic structures
of the text. Bilotti et al. (2007) preprocessed the
corpus with a semantic parser and an NER system.
These semantic analyses are expressed as structural
constraints on semantic annotations and keywords,
and are translated directly into structured queries.
Moldovan et al. (2007) transformed questions to
logic representations based on their syntactic, se-
mantic and contextual information, utilizing a logic
prover to perform QA. Punyakanok et al. (2004),
Heilman and Smith (2010) and Yao et al. (2013a)
used tree edit distance, and Wang et al. (2007)
employed quasi-synchronous grammars to match
the dependency parse trees of the question and the
answer sentence.
Lexical semantic features Instead of utilizing
higher-level abstractions such as syntactic and se-
mantic analysis, another thread of previous work fo-
cussed on shallow lexical semantic features. Yih et
al. (2013) performed semantic matching based on a
latent word-alignment structure arising from Word-
Net. Lai and Hockenmaier (2014) utilized word
relations such as words being synonyms, antonyms,
hypernyms and hyponyms to perform a more fine-
grained semantic overlap between sentences.
Neural methods Yu et al. (2014) and Severyn and
Moschitti (2015) proposed the use of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to model question and an-
swer pairs, followed by Yang et al. (2015) with a
related model and the introduction of the WikiQA
dataset.13 Tan et al. (2015) and Wang and Nyberg
(2015) made use of bidirectional LSTM networks
to model question answer pairs. To better capture
the interdependency between the question answer
sentence pairs, Yin et al. (2015) proposed a generic
attention-based CNN to model the sentence pairs
for question answering, paraphrase identification
and textual entailment. Amiri et al. (2016) pre-
sented a pairwise context-sensitive autoencoder to
computing text pair similarity, and achieved state-
of-the-art performance on answer reranking. All of
these efforts were aimed at candidate set re-ranking,
once an initial retrieval step had been performed.
Huang et al. (2013) proposed to embed questions
and the sentences of a provided corpus together
into a shared vector space, followed by an “argmax”
operation at query time to seek the sentence max-
imizing cosine similarity: they give no details on
what is by default a linear operation in the size
of the corpus, which is impractical for large col-
lections as compared to our sub-linear retrieval
approach.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
Yao et al. (2013b) proposed to couple information
retrieval with features from downstream question
answer sentence selection. We generalized this
intuition by recognizing it as an instance of dis-
criminative retrieval, and proposed a new frame-
work, DiscK, for generating weighted, feature-rich
queries based on a given query (may be a natural
language question or a mention as we discussed in
this paper). This approach allows for the straight-
forward use of a downstream model in the candi-
date selection process, and leads to a significant
gain in recall, b-pref and MAP in the triaging step
compared to prior work, hence providing better can-
didates for downstream reranking models, which
could be coupled to this approach in future work.
Our framework is general and should apply to
a variety of other structurally related tasks. We
release a software library that implements our de-
scribed feature abstraction and query generation:
future work might extend this for other information
13WikiQA is akin to the pre-existing dataset of Yao et al.,
but unlike Yao et al., WikiQA foregoes the connection to years
of prior work in TREC-based QA evaluations: we therefore
do not consider it here.
extraction (IE) tasks such as entity linking (retriev-
ing candidate entities from a large knowledge base
given a query mention) and slot filling (retrieving
candidate mentions from a large text corpus given
a query mention and a relation).
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